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 xdsoft.net) FX AutoEye Plugin is designed to make your photoshop less boring and make your picture more attractive, offer
you a huge number of artistic effects which you can use to make your work look better than ever. The various effects in

FXAutoEye include: Effects: 1. Artistic effect: allows you to apply artistic effects to your picture, such as add water drop to
your image, lighten or darken your image, place an image on another, or add speckle effects to your image. You can also create

variously patterned frames, text and borders to your image. 2. Crop: let you take a cropped version of the original picture. 3.
Change color: let you change the color of the original picture. 4. Characteristic: let you apply characterisitic effects to the

original picture. This will make the picture more original. 5. Grouped effects: let you put different effects into a single group.
This will enable you to apply different effects to the selected area. 6. Text: let you add text effects to the original picture. 7.

Texture: let you use the original picture as a texture. 8. Haze: let you make the original picture more dreamy. 9. Gradient: let you
add a gradient to your picture. 10. Lighten/Darken: let you make the picture lighter or darker. 11. Grayscale: let you make the
picture grayscale. 12. Monochrome: let you make the picture more monochrome. 13. Sharpen: let you make your picture more

sharp. 14. Black & White: let you make the picture more black and white. 15. Emphasize: let you make the picture more
emphazise. 16. Sepia: let you make the picture more sepia. 17. Flash: let you add a flash to the picture. 18. Vintage: let you

make the picture more vintage. 19. Art: let you add art to the picture. 20. Create frame: let you add a frame to the picture. 21.
Spiral: let you add a spiral to the picture. 22. Resize: let you make your picture smaller or bigger. 23. Apply blur: let you add a

blur 82157476af
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